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Abstract

We present a method for human pose tracking that

is based on learning spatiotemporal relationships among

joints. Beyond generating the heatmap of a joint in a given

frame, our system also learns to predict the offset of the

joint from a neighboring joint in the frame. Additionally,

it is trained to predict the displacement of the joint from

its position in the previous frame, in a manner that can ac-

count for possibly changing joint appearance, unlike opti-

cal flow. These relational cues in the spatial domain and

temporal domain are inferred in a robust manner by attend-

ing only to relevant areas in the video frames. By explicitly

learning and exploiting these joint relationships, our system

achieves state-of-the-art performance on standard bench-

marks for various pose tracking tasks including 3D body

pose tracking in RGB video, 3D hand pose tracking in depth

sequences, and 3D hand gesture tracking in RGB video.

1. Introduction

Human pose tracking is an essential component of many

video understanding tasks such as visual surveillance, ac-

tion recognition, and human-computer interaction. Com-

pared to human pose estimation in single images, pose

tracking in videos has shown to be a more challenging prob-

lem due in part to issues such as motion blur and uncommon

poses with few or no examples in training sets. To help

alleviate these problems, temporal information and spatial

structure have been utilized in locating body joints.

A variety of approaches have been presented for exploit-

ing temporal information in tracking human pose. Among

them are techniques that use dense optical flow to propa-

gate joint estimates from previous frames [31, 48, 52], local

model fitting with the predicted pose of the preceding frame

as initialization [11, 2, 38, 49, 45], and temporal smoothness

priors as a pose estimation constraint [75, 41]. These meth-

ods take advantage of pose similarity from frame to frame,

but do not learn explicitly about the effect of human mo-
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tions on the appearance and displacement of joints. Rather,

the motions are predicted through generic machinery like

optical flow, local optimization of an initialized model, and

smoothness constraints.

Other methods take advantage of the spatial structure of

joints to facilitate joint localization in tracking. These in-

clude techniques that integrate graphical models into deep

networks [60, 46, 69] and that employ structural priors [72,

11]. Such approaches are mainly designed to avoid invalid

pose configurations rather than directly localize joints. Al-

ternatively, several methods refine part locations based on

the predicted positions of other parts [3, 66, 43, 23], which

provides only vague constraints on joint positions.

In this paper, we propose an approach that explicitly

learns about spatiotemporal joint relationships and utilizes

them in conjunction with conventional joint heatmaps to el-

evate performance on human pose tracking. For learning

temporal relationships, our system design reconfigures the

optical flow framework to introduce elements from human

pose estimation. Instead of densely predicting the motion

vectors of general scene points as done for optical flow, our

network is trained specifically to infer the displacements

only of human joints, while also accounting for possible ap-

pearance changes due to motion. Inspired by heat maps in

pose estimation, we leverage the other pixels to support the

inference of each joint displacement. With training on la-

beled pose tracking datasets, our neural network learns to

make use of information from both joint and non-joint pix-

els, as well as appearance change caused by joint motion, to

predict joint displacements from one frame to the next.

Our system additionally learns spatial joint relationships,

specifically the offset between a joint and a particular neigh-

boring joint. These spatial relationships are learned in a

manner analogous to the temporal relationships, except in

the spatial domain. The spatial and temporal relationships,

as well as single-frame joint heatmaps, all provide orthogo-

nal cues based on different source information for predict-

ing joint locations. We show that optimizing with respect

to these cues together leads to appreciable improvements in

pose tracking performance.

The presented technique comes with the following prac-



tical benefits:

• Generality: This approach can be employed for var-

ious pose tracking applications (body/hand, 2D/3D,

with/without an object) and with different input modal-

ities (RGB/depth). In our experiments, the system

is demonstrated on 3D human body pose tracking in

RGB video, 3D hand gesture tracking from depth se-

quences, and 3D hand pose tracking in RGB video.

• Flexibility: The learned spatiotemporal relations are

complementary not only to heatmap-based pose es-

timation, but also to other approaches such as local

model fitting. Its speed-accuracy tradeoff is also con-

trollable.

• High performance: State-of-the-art results are ob-

tained on standard benchmarks for the aforementioned

pose tracking applications, as shown in our experi-

ments.

2. Related Work

Related research has exploited joint structure for single-

frame human pose estimation and temporal information for

pose tracking in video. We review these techniques, as well

as methods for joint association within a multi-person con-

text.

Joint Structure. Several methods incorporate structural

constraints on joint locations by integrating graphical mod-

els [17] into deep networks. These graphical models have

been used to remove anatomically incorrect outliers from

part detections [60], constrain articulation with deformation

models [46], and learn the spatial compatibility of neigh-

boring parts to regularize the output [69]. The graphical

constraints in these works are employed to enforce global

pose consistency, rather than to provide explicit estimates

of relative part positions.

In some other works, estimates of part locations are

refined based on intermediate predictions of other parts.

This refinement has been done by regressing part locations

from the full set of part detection heatmaps [3], by itera-

tively computing the set of heatmaps within a multi-stage

architecture [66, 43], and by sequentially predicting joint

heatmaps using previously predicted parts in order of dif-

ficulty [23]. Refinement has also been performed in the

feature maps of different joints via message passing [9].

In these methods, the intermediate part predictions provide

only implicit constraints on joint localization.

Methods have also re-parameterized the pose represen-

tation to model joint structure. Such representations have

been based on an overcomplete 3D pose dictionary [57] and

kinematic models of the human body [73] and hand [74].

These re-parameterizations are either high-dimensional or

highly nonlinear, which makes optimization in deep net-

works hard. Alternatively, a geometric loss function has

been introduced to enforce consistency of bone-length ra-

tios in the human body [72], and this has been extended

to include joint-angle limits and left-right symmetry [11].

Similar to the constraints of graphical models, these struc-

tural priors mainly serve to restrict pose predictions to valid

configurations.

Recently, a practical pose re-parameterization based on

bones instead of joints has been proposed together with

a compositional loss [54]. We utilize these simple bone

vectors to represent joint relationships in the spatial do-

main, and explicitly use bones as one of our learning tar-

gets. In [54], the performance is limited by its use of fully

connected regression that maps the entire image feature to a

local bone prediction. For better estimation, we instead pro-

pose to use a per-pixel regression together with an attention-

like pixel weighting mechanism so as to take full advantage

of the most relevant pixels while ignoring irrelevant ones.

Temporal Information. Many deep learning methods

enhance pose estimation in the current frame with the help

of dense optical flow. Among them are methods that con-

catenate the flow field with RGB features [31], compute

flow-based alignment of heatmaps from previous frames to

the current frame [48], and define temporal graph edges us-

ing flow [52]. Reliance on dense optical flow can be prob-

lematic, as flow estimates may be unreliable for non-rigid

body regions that undergo appearance change during mo-

tion. In our work, we specifically train our model to pre-

dict the displacement only of human joints, with the support

of information from relevant local areas. This task-specific

approach provides greater reliability than generic flow, as

shown empirically in Section 5.1. In addition, this approach

is directly applicable to both 2D and 3D pose, while optical

flow provides only 2D cues.

Temporal information is also exploited in techniques

built on recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [33, 10, 25, 34],

which account for information from previously predicted

poses in determining the solution for the current frame.

Similarly, some works fully connect the input and output

pose sequences directly using a fully connected [11, 13]

or convolutional [23] network, which draws global depen-

dencies between the input and output. In contrast to these

methods which implicitly encode temporal dependency into

a network, we explicitly regress temporal joint displace-

ments from only the most relevant input pixels. Attending

only to information relevant to what is being processed has

shown greater efficacy than recurrent computation in certain

tasks [61].

Some works follow the tracking by detection paradigm,

which performs detection in each frame, estimates the pose

of each detection result with an off-the-shelf technique, then

enforces spatio-temporal smoothness for tracking [75, 41].



Instead of employing generic smoothness priors, we seek a

more targeted approach by specifically learning about hu-

man pose change.

Multi-Person Joint Association. Relationships be-

tween joints are also considered by methods for multi-

person tracking and grouping. For the multi-person tracking

problem, the goal is to estimate the pose of all persons ap-

pearing in the video and assign a unique identity to each

person [29, 22, 67, 68, 15, 27, 12]. These approaches dif-

fer from one another in their choice of metrics and features

used for measuring similarity between a pair of poses and in

their algorithms for joint identity assignment. We note that

in these techniques, the concept of ‘tracking’ is to associate

joints of the same person together over time, using joints lo-

calized independently in each frame. By contrast, our work

aims to improve joint localization by utilizing information

from other frames.

Multi-person grouping aims to link the body parts of the

same person in the context of multi-person pose estimation.

To associate joints within an image, part affinity fields [4]

and associative embedding tags [42] have been learned to-

gether with detection heatmaps. This information is then

used to group body parts into separate identities. While

these techniques learn joint relationships in terms of their

association, our work instead focuses on explicitly predict-

ing offsets between neighboring joints.

3. Explicit Spatiotemporal Joint Relation

Learning

Given a video sequence, the pose tracking problem is to

obtain the 2D (or 3D) position of all the K joints in all T

frames, J = {Jt
k|k = 1, ...,K; t = 1, ..., T}. In solving

this problem, we seek to supplement the per-joint heatmaps

conventionally predicted from a single frame with explicit

predictions of spatiotemporal joint relations. These rela-

tions include both the offset of a joint from a neighboring

joint in the same frame and the offset of the joint from its

position in the previous frame.

In modeling joint relations, we utilize a relation function

relation(k, t) that returns the index of the related joint for

the kth joint at time t, in either the spatial or temporal do-

main. This function is defined as

relation(k, t) =

{

(parent(k), t ), in spatial domain

( k , t− d), in temporal domain

(1)

where parent(k) returns the index of the parent joint for

the kth joint in a joint tree illustrated in Figure 1 (left).

The relationship between joint Jt
k and its related joint

Jrelation(k,t) is defined as a directed vector pointing from

the related joint to it:

R
t
k = J

t
k − Jrelation(k,t). (2)

Frame t-d

Stack           and

Frame t

Input Images

Right ankle joint

Bone vector Joint displacement
Time

Right hip joint

Right knee joint

General joint

Labels

Figure 1. Spatiotemporal joint relation learning problem.

Joint Related joint Learning target: Relation Input

General Jt
k

Jrelation(k,t) Rt
k

= Jt
k

- Jrelation(k,t) -

Spatial Jt
k

Jt
parent(k)

Bt
k

= Jt
k

- Jt
parent(k)

It

Temporal Jt
k

J
t−d
k

∆t
k

= Jt
k

- Jt−d
k

It−d,It

Table 1. Notations.

Combining Eq. 2 and Eq. 1, we have

R
t
k =

{

B
t
k = J

t
k − J

t
parent(k), for spatial relation

∆
t
k = J

t
k − J

t−d
k , for temporal relation.

(3)

The spatial joint relation B
t
k is equivalent to the bone vec-

tor in Sun et al. [54], where the associated bone of the

kth joint is defined as the vector pointing from its parent

to it. The temporal joint relation ∆
t
k represents the joint

displacement from one time instance (t− d) to the next (t).

Given two successive frames It−d and It from a video

sequence, our goal is to explicitly estimate the bone vector

and joint displacement for each joint as shown in Figure 1

(right). Note that joint displacement involves the frames

at both t and t − d. We thus stack It−d and It as input.

On the other hand, the bone vector is computed from only

a single input frame (It−d or It). The notations used in

our spatiotemporal joint relation learning are summarized

in Table 1.

3.1. Fully Connected Regression: A Baseline

A possible way to predict a relation R
t
k is by using

a CNN with a fully connected layer as done in [54] for

predicting bone vectors. The input images are passed

through convolutional layers to generate convolutional fea-

tures. Following common practice [54, 5, 73, 72, 56], the

features undergo spatial downsampling by average pooling.

They are then given to a fully connected layer which out-

puts a 3K-dimensional bone or joint displacement vector.

We refer to this holistic fully connected approach as the

Baseline.

There is a clear drawback in the Baseline approach. Im-

age features and outputs are fully connected, but most im-

age areas/features are irrelevant to a specific relation. For



example, pixels that lie far from the joint’s vicinity are gen-

erally less informative for this prediction. The inclusion of

non-relevant pixels and the over-emphasis of weakly rele-

vant pixels would not only be unhelpful but could more-

over be detrimental due to the noise they would introduce

to the estimation. Worse still, the relevant image areas

can change rapidly with respect to different joint locations,

which would make the learning even more difficult.

3.2. Per-pixel Regression with Attention

To address the above issues, we present a method for per-

pixel joint relation regression with an attention-like pixel

weighting mechanism.

Joint Relation Map. Similar to heatmap based pose es-

timation, we generate a separate relation map M
t
k for each

joint, where every pixel in a map predicts the relation R
t
k

of the joint, as illustrated in Figure 2. For 3D pose, a joint

relation map is a 3D vector field for the x, y, z dimensions.

For compactness, the joint index k and time index t will be

omitted in the rest of this section, as all joints at all times

are processed separately and in the same way.

Pixel Weighting Map. However, not every pixel in a

joint relation map is useful for estimating the relation of the

joint. Therefore, an attention mechanism for filtering out

these less informative pixel predictions is needed. To rep-

resent this information, a pixel weighting map W is gener-

ated for each joint relation map, as shown in Figure 2. Each

pixel in W contains a weight value in [0, 1] that indicates

the relevance of the pixel for predicting the relation of this

joint.

Intuitively, pixels closer to the related joint are generally

more informative for estimating the joint relation. We de-

note JointOne as taking only one pixel at the ground truth

location of the related joint Jrelation(k,t). For example, Fig-

ure 3 (middle row) shows the JointOne pixel sampling for

(hip→) knee bone vector (yellow box) and hip joint dis-

placement (red box) regression.

At the testing phase, the ground truth location of

Jrelation(k,t) is not available. Instead, we use its predic-

tion from the heat map estimation. To make the relation

learning more robust to inaccurate heat map prediction, we

propose a general pixel weighting formulation which is sim-

ilar to pixel translation augmentation as shown in Figure 3

(bottom row), where box transparency indicates the weight

decay of a pixel sample. Formally,

W = O(F, β) (4)

where O is a decay function that determines the drop in

weight for pixels farther away from Jrelation(k,t). F is a

distance map in which each pixel value represents the dis-

tance from the pixel to Jrelation(k,t). β is the decay rate

parameter. For the case of an exponential decay function,

…

Weighted Joint 
Relation Maps W . MJoint Relation Maps MNetwork

Stacked Images

Frame t Frame t-d

Backbone Head

Related joints (from 
parent or frame t-d)

Joint Displacement Δ

Weighting Average

…

Pixel Weighting Maps W

…

Right Wrist Head HeadRight Wrist

Single Image

Frame t

Or

Pixel Weighting 
Mechanism

Bone Vector B

Joint location of frame t
Joint location of frame t-d
Bone Vector
Joint Displacement

Average
Output relation R

Or

Input image

s W

d

Figure 2. Overview of the explicit joint relation learning network.

Stack          and

Irrelevant pixels

JointOne pixel sampling

Pixel weighting for 
translation augmentation

Black for irrelevant pixels.
Yellow for (hip->) knee bone vector.
Red for hip joint displacement.Receptive field of pixels.

Right hip joint
Right knee joint
Right ankle jointDashed for augmentation.    Transparency for weight decay.

Figure 3. Per-pixel regression on the most relevant pixels.

the pixel weighting map becomes

W = O(F, β) = e−βF. (5)

Several decay functions are empirically investigated in Sec-

tion 5.

Discussion. For a fully convolutional network, per-pixel

regression essentially generates local image patches over

each of the pixels using a sliding window and regresses

the relation R from each local patch. The size of the slid-

ing window is equal to the receptive field of the network.

As shown in Figure 3, the per-pixel regression formulation

combined with the pixel weighting mechanism is an effec-

tive way to filter out irrelevant pixel/patch samples and only

preserve informative ones.

Figure 4 illustrates on a local patch the difference in in-

formation provided by heatmap based per-pixel joint clas-

sification and our explicit spatiotemporal joint relation re-

gression. It can be seen that these three tasks approach the

joint localization problem from orthogonal perspectives and

using different observational data:



Joint class label Background Right hip Right knee Right ankle

Bone vector label

Spatial Joint Relation:
(eg. (hip->)knee bone vector)

Displacement label

Temporal Joint Relation: 
(eg. hip joint displacement)

Input patch centered 
at every pixel

Input patch centered 
only at parent joint

Input patch centered 
only at t-d joint

Joint Classification:
(eg. hip, knee, ankle joints)

Figure 4. Orthogonal perspectives of joint classification, spatial

joint relation regression, and temporal joint relation regression.

• Joint Classification. Determining whether a pixel is

the correct type of joint from its local image appear-

ance.

• Spatial Joint Relation Regression. Predicting a child

joint position conditioned on its parent joint location.

• Temporal Joint Relation Regression. Estimating the

change in joint location based on the temporal transi-

tion.

Our spatiotemporal relation learning effectively makes

use of additional joint localization cues (dependence in

space and continuity in time). The explicitly predicted bone

vectors and joint displacements are thus complementary

to single-frame per-joint detection results which are deter-

mined from only static joint appearance. Through integrat-

ing these cues, there exists a stronger foundation for infer-

ring joint locations, via an optimization presented in Sec-

tion 4.

Sparse Flow Baseline. Our explicit learning of tempo-

ral relationships is related to optical flow estimation, but it

alters the conventional optical flow scheme to incorporate

concepts from pose estimation. Rather than computing the

motion of each pixel to form one dense flow map, our sys-

tem focuses on predicting the motion only of pixels with

specific semantics, namely joints. What’s more, a separate

joint displacement map is generated for each joint, contain-

ing displacements predicted for that joint only. For an ex-

panded comparison to optical flow, we introduce another

baseline, called SparseFlow, that lies between optical flow

and our method. It generates a single flow map as in optical

flow but only predicts the motion of pixels at joint locations

as in our method. A comprehensive comparison between

optical flow, SparseFlow and our method is shown in Sec-

tion 5.

3.3. Unified Network Architecture

We use a unified network architecture for both spatial

and temporal joint relation learning as shown in Figure 2.

The only difference lies in the input. Spatial joint relation

uses a single image as input while temporal joint relation

stacks two consecutive images together as input. The input

images are fed into a fully convolutional network. Then, a

head network consisting of consecutive deconvolution lay-

ers is used to upsample the feature map to the targeted reso-

lution as done in [56]. At the end, a 1x1 convolutional layer

is used to produce the final joint relation maps.

Training Loss. We directly minimize the absolute dif-

ference (L1 norm) of the predicted and ground truth joint

relation maps weighted by the pixel weighting map. This

loss is expressed as

loss =

∫

p∈Ω

(W · ||Mpre −M
gt||1) (6)

where Ω is the domain of the joint relation map. For other

training details, please see the supplement.

Inference In the testing phase, the final prediction is the

average of all predictions in a joint relation map weighted

by the pixel weighting map:

R =

∫

p∈Ω
(W ·Mpre)
∫

p∈Ω
W

. (7)

4. Spatiotemporal Joint Relations for Tracking

Given single-frame per-joint pose predictions J
t
k and

spatiotemporal joint relation predictions B
t
k and ∆

t
k, the

pose tracking task can be formulated as a simple linear op-

timization problem. For a video sequence with T frames,

we minimize the following error function to obtain the final

tracking result Ĵt
k:

e =

T
∑

t=1

K
∑

k=1

(||Ĵt
k − J

t
k||

2 + α ∗ ||Ĵt
k − Ĵ

t
parent(k) −B

t
k||

2

+
N
∑

n=1

(γn ∗ ||Ĵt
k − Ĵ

t−D(n)
k −∆

t
k||

2))

(8)

where α and γ are parameters to balance the single-frame

and joint relation terms.

This optimization can be applied not only to two con-

secutive frames, but also to frames separated by different

durations. Accounting for additional frames can potentially

enhance the pose tracking. For this purpose, we define a set

D which represents N timesteps of duration d.

Minimizing e with respect to Ĵ
t
k is a linear least squares

problem with (N+2)∗K∗T constraints, which is sufficient

to solve the K ∗ T unknowns. The duration set D can be

arbitrary. Experimentally, we will consider four variants:



• Df = {1}, which is the common case of considering

temporal joint relations only from the previous frame

to the current frame (corresponding to one-step for-

ward tracking).

• Dfb = {1,−1}, which additionally considers dis-

placements from the subsequent frame to the current

frame (one-step forward and backward tracking).

• Dmf = {1, 2, 3}, which accounts for temporal joint

displacements from multiple past frames (multi-step

forward tracking).

• Dmfb = {1, 2, 3,−1,−2,−3}, which utilizes dis-

placements from multiple past and future frames

(multi-step forward and backward tracking).

5. Experiments

Our approach can be applied to various pose tracking

scenarios, including human body or hand (w/ or w/o an ob-

ject), RGB or depth input, and 2D or 3D output. We eval-

uate our approach extensively on four challenging datasets

that cover all of these factors to show its generality. Specif-

ically, 3D human pose dataset Human3.6M [28] of RGB

images and 3D hand pose dataset MSRA Hand 2015 [55]

of depth images are used in the main paper. 3D hand pose

datasets Dexter+Object [53] and Stereo Hand Pose [71] of

RGB-D images are used in the supplement.

5.1. Experiments on Human3.6M

Human3.6M [28] (HM36) is the largest 3D human pose

benchmark of RGB images. It consists of 3.6 million video

frames. For this benchmark, we employ the most widely

used evaluation protocol in the literature [6, 59, 40, 76, 30,

37, 47, 70, 50, 2, 75, 58, 73, 56, 51]. Five subjects (S1,

S5, S6, S7, S8, S9) are used in training and two subjects

(S9, S11) are used in evaluation. The video sequences

are typically downsampled for efficiency. We use three

downsampling rates, namely no downsampling (25FPS),

three-step downsampling (8FPS) and ten-step downsam-

pling (2.5FPS). The lower the FPS, the larger the joint dis-

placement between two consecutive frames.

For evaluation, most previous works use the mean per

joint position error (MPJPE) in millimeters (mm). We call

this metric Joint Error. To directly evaluate spatiotempo-

ral joint relation performance, we use two additional met-

rics. The first metric is the mean per-bone position error,

or Bone Error as in [54]. The second metric is the mean

per-joint displacement error, or Displ Error, which adds the

estimated joint displacement to the ground truth pose of the

previous frame to obtain the current frame pose estimation

and then evaluate its Joint Error in mm.

Ablation Study We first determine the best settings of

our model for the explicit learning of spatiotemporal joint

Error (mm) Full RandHalf RandOne Baseline Ours-JointOne

Bone Error 58.2 59.2 71.0 49.5 40.4↓18.4%
Displ Error 28.2 18.2 24.2 19.0 14.8↓22.1%

Table 2. Comparison of the fully connected Baseline and our per-pixel

regression. Different pixel sampling strategies are investigated.

relations. For this purpose, we only use the joint relation

evaluation metrics, namely Bone Error and Displ Error, be-

cause they isolate joint relation estimation from other fac-

tors such as the quality of single frame pose estimation and

the specific tracking algorithm used.

Specifically, the fully connected regression Baseline and

our attention-based per-pixel regression method are com-

pared in Table 2. General optical flow (denoted as Dense-

Flow), the SparseFlow baseline, and our explicitly learned

temporal joint relations (denoted as Ours(Temp)) are com-

pared in Table 3. Different forms of the pixel weighting

function for translation augmentation are investigated in Ta-

ble 4 and Figure 5. We draw conclusions from these exper-

iments one-by-one.

Per-pixel regression with relevant pixel sampling is su-

perior to fully connected regression. This can be concluded

from Table 2. Our per-pixel regression using only one pixel

located at the prediction of the related joint (denoted as

Ours-JointOne) outperforms the fully connected Baseline

by a large margin, 18.4% and 22.1% relative improvement

on spatial and temporal joint relations, respectively. De-

tailed Bone Error (left) and Displ Error (right) of Baseline

and Ours-JointOne during training are shown in the top row.

For a more comprehensive understanding, we empiri-

cally evaluate several other pixel sampling strategies be-

sides Ours-JointOne. RandOne randomly samples one

pixel; RandHalf randomly samples half of the pixels, and

Full uses all pixels. The results are reported in Table 2.

A couple conclusions can be drawn. First, sparse connec-

tions are superior to holistic mapping. This can be seen

from the lower performance of Baseline and Full compared

to Ours-JointOne. Second, pixel selection matters. Ran-

domly choosing the sparse connections (RandOne, Rand-

Half ) yields lower performance than more purposeful se-

lection (Ours-JointOne).

Explicitly learned temporal joint relation is superior to

optical flow. Table 3 presents a comprehensive comparison



2.5FPS Mean Easy Middle Hard

DisplErr(mm) (Max 39.2) (62.5%) (17.8%) (19.7%)

DenseFlow 26.8 9.52 29.7 79.0

SparseFlow 22.2↓17.2% 7.89↓17.1% 27.3↓8.08% 62.7↓20.6%

Ours(Temp) 14.8↓33.3% 6.53↓17.2% 18.2↓33.3% 38.0↓39.4%

8FPS Mean Easy Middle Hard

DisplErr(mm) (Max 12.7) (88.9%) (8.49%) (2.65%)

DenseFlow 9.08 6.19 25.4 53.8

SparseFlow 7.85↓13.5% 5.36↓13.4% 22.7↓10.6% 44.0↓18.2%

Ours(Temp) 6.07↓22.7% 4.39↓13.4% 15.9↓30.0% 30.7↓30.2%

25FPS Mean Easy Middle Hard

DisplErr(mm) (Max 4.32) (99.1%) (0.85%) (0.02%)

DenseFlow 3.44 3.25 24.5 48.3

SparseFlow 3.05↓11.3% 2.87↓11.7% 22.3↓8.98% 46.1↓4.55%

Ours(Temp) 2.59↓15.1% 2.46↓14.3% 17.0↓23.8% 34.9↓24.3%

Table 3. Comparison to optical flow (DenseFlow and SparseFlow)

for different frame rates. Displ Err is used. Easy, Middle and

Hard represent joints whose displacement are less than 30mm,

between 30mm and 60mm, and greater than 60mm, respectively.

between DenseFlow, SparseFlow and Ours(Temp). Sparse-

Flow and Ours(Temp) are trained using the same network

setting and data for a fair comparison. For DenseFlow, we

use the state-of-the-art FlowNet2.0 [26] to compute opti-

cal flow between two consecutive frames, and then use the

same pixel weighting scheme as in Ours(Temp). Since joint

displacement in the depth dimension cannot be determined

from DenseFlow, we directly use the corresponding dis-

placement in depth from Ours(Temp) for DenseFlow. The

Displ Error metric is used for evaluation.

Three conclusions can be drawn from Table 3. First, the

pixel weighting mechanism that only uses relevant pixels

is effective. This can be concluded from the SparseFlow

baseline outperforming DenseFlow in all the cases, where

the relative performance gain is shown as subscripts. Sec-

ond, the separate joint relation map for each joint to rep-

resent a more explicit joint semantic is effective. This can

be concluded from Ours(Temp) further improving Sparse-

Flow in all the cases by a large margin, where the rela-

tive performance gain to SparseFlow is shown as subscripts.

Third, Ours(Temp) is especially superior under large joint

displacement. This can be seen from the larger relative

improvement under lower frame rates (Ours(Temp) outper-

forms SparseFlow by 33.3% at 2.5FPS, but by 15.1% at

25FPS) and for more challenging joints with large displace-

ment (Ours(Temp) outperforms SparseFlow by 39.4% in

Hard level, but by 17.2% in Easy level at 2.5FPS).

Decay function for translation augmentation is effec-

tive. We investigate four forms of decay function O(J, β)
in Eq. 4. They are Binary, Gaussian, Linear and Exponen-

tial defined in Table 4. When β = 0 or ∞, O(J, β) degen-

erates to Ours-JointOne and Full, respectively. It is seen

that when β is slightly larger than 0, we obtain better per-

formance (β = 5 in the Binary case). Similar observations

function formulation

Binary

{

1 if J ≤ β

0 if J > β

Gaussian e−βJ2

Linear 1− βJ

Exponential e−βJ

Table 4. Different definitions

of the decay function O(J, β)
for Eq. 4.

Figure 5. Performance for the

Binary decay function with

respect to β.

Joint Error (mm) HM36 HM36MPII description

Integral Reg [56] 63.8 49.5 single frame baseline

Ours-F 61.7 48.8 +Df

Ours-FB 61.1 48.5 +Dfb

Ours-MF 59.6 47.8 +Dmf

Ours-Temporal 59.3↓7.1% 47.7↓3.6% +Dmfb

Ours-Spatial 62.1↓2.7% 47.4↓4.2% +bone vector

Ours-Spatiotemporal 58.1↓8.9% 45.5↓8.1% +Dmfb +bone vector

Table 5. Effects of spatiotemporal joint relations on tracking. (See

supplement for detailed results on all joints and dimensions.)

are obtained using other decay functions. The performance

differences between different decay functions are minor, but

an ensemble of models with different functions yields con-

siderable improvement. We thus use this Ours-Ensemble

model as our final joint relation estimator for tracking.

Effects of Spatiotemporal Joint Relations on Track-

ing. Now we apply the explicitly learned spatiotemporal

joint relations to the tracking framework introduced in Sec-

tion 4 for better joint localization in videos. Hence, the

joint localization metric Joint Error is used for evaluation.

For the single frame pose estimator, we use the Pytorch im-

plementation [1] of Integral Regression [56]. Specifically,

two single-frame baselines are used. The first uses only

HM36 data for training and employs a two-stage network

architecture. The second baseline mixes HM36 and MPII

data for training and uses a one-stage network architecture

(HM36MPII). Note that these two baselines are the state of

the art and thus produce strong baseline results.

Table 5 shows how joint localization accuracy improves

using our explicitly learned spatiotemporal joint relations.

The Joint Error metric and 8FPS frame rates are used for

evaluation. We can draw three conclusions. First, multi-

step tracking is effective. With more elements in the dura-

tion set, better performance is obtained (Dmfb > Dmf >

Dfb > Df ). In other words, the more observations we get

from different durations in Eq. 8, the better pose tracking

result we can get. Second, both Ours-Spatial (or Ours-

S) and Ours-Temporal (or Ours-T) effectively improve all

single-frame baselines. Larger relative improvement can



Method Tome Moreno Zhou Jahangiri Mehta Martinez Kanazawa Fang Sun Sárándi Sun Dabral Hossain Ours

[59] [40] [76] [30] [37] [36] [32] [16] [54] [51]† [56] [11]∗ [25]∗ ∗

MPJPE 88.4 87.3 79.9 77.6 72.9 62.9 88.0 60.4 59.1 54.2 49.6 52.1 51.9 45.5

Table 6. Comparisons to previous work on Human3.6M. All methods used extra 2D training data. Methods with ∗ exploit temporal

information. Ours gives the lowest error and improves on the state of the art [56] by 4.1mm (relative 8.3%).

Method Zhou [75] Tekin [58] Xingyi [73] Sun [54] Pavlakos [47] Sun [56] Lin [33]∗ Coskun [10]∗ Ours∗

MPJPE 113.0 125.0 107.3 92.4 71.9 64.1 73.1 71.0 58.1

Table 7. Comparison to previous work on Human3.6M. No extra training data is used. Methods with ∗ exploit temporal information. Ours

yields the lowest error and improves on the state of the art [56] by 6.0mm (relative 9.4%).

be obtained on the low-performance single-frame baseline.

Third, combining both spatial and temporal relations (Ours-

Spatiotemporal or Ours-ST) leads to further improvements

and performs the best.

Comparison with the state of the art Previous works

are commonly divided into two categories. The first uses

extra 2D data for training. The second only uses HM36

data for training. They are compared to our method in Ta-

ble 6 and Table 7, respectively. Methods marked with *

are tracking based methods that exploit temporal informa-

tion. Note that in Table 6, although Sárándi et al. [51]† do

not use extra 2D pose ground truth, they use extra 2D im-

ages for synthetic occlusion data augmentation where the

occluders are realistic object segments from the Pascal VOC

2012 dataset [14]. Their data augmentation technique is

also complementary to our method.

Our method sets a new state of the art on the Human3.6M

benchmark under both categories. Specifically, it improves

the state-of-the-art by 4.1mm (relative 8.3%) in Table 6, and

6.0mm (relative 9.4%) in Table 7.

5.2. Experiments on MSRA15

MSRA Hand 2015 (MSRA15) [55] is a standard bench-

mark for 3D hand pose estimation from depth. It consists

of 76.5k video frames in total. For evaluation, we use two

common accuracy metrics in the literature [55, 64, 7, 20,

24, 44, 62, 63]. The first one is mean 3D Joint Error. The

second one is the percentage of correct frames (PCF). A

frame is considered correct if its maximum joint error is less

than a small threshold [55]. For single-frame pose estima-

tion, many recent works provide their single-frame predic-

tions [63, 8, 21, 18]. We use all of them as our single-frame

baselines. In addition, we re-implement a new single-frame

baseline using Integral Regression [56].

Effect of Spatiotemporal Joint Relations on Tracking

We apply our explicitly learned joint relations on all of the

single-frame baselines for tracking, and list the results in

Table 8. The mean 3D joint error is used as the evaluation

metric. Our observations are similar to or even stronger than

those for the HM36 experiments.

First, our spatial and/or temporal joint relations signifi-

Joint Error (mm) IntReg [56]

single frame 8.42

Ours-F 7.10

Ours-FB 6.78

Ours-MF 6.42

Ours-T 6.35↓24.6%

Ours-S 6.67↓20.8%

Ours-ST 5.96↓29.2%

Joint Err PointNet SHPR-Net Point2Point DenseReg

(mm) [18] [8] [21] [63]

single 8.50 7.76 7.71 7.23

Ours-T 7.19↓15.4% 7.02↓9.54% 6.80↓11.8% 6.96↓3.73%

Ours-S 7.54↓11.3% 7.09↓8.63% 6.89↓10.6% 6.45↓10.8%

Ours-ST 6.68↓21.4% 6.56↓15.5% 6.28↓18.5% 6.44↓10.9%

Table 8. Effects of spatiotemporal joint relations on tracking. The

graph shows a comparison to IntReg [56] on the PCF metric.

Methods Sun [55] Ge [19] Madadi [35] Wan [62]

Joint Error 15.2mm 13.2mm 12.8mm 12.2mm

Wang [65] Ge [20] Oberweger [44] Chen [7] Ge [18]

9.79mm 9.58mm 9.50mm 8.65mm 8.50mm

Chen [8] Ge [21] Moon [39] Wan [63] Ours

7.76mm 7.71mm 7.49mm 7.23mm 5.96mm

Table 9. Comparison to previous work on MSRA15. Ours yields

the lowest error and improves [63] by 1.27mm (relative 17.6%).

cantly improve all single-frame baselines. The relative per-

formance gains over the single-frame baselines are shown in

the subscripts. Second, the improvement is especially large

on the per-pixel joint classification baseline [56]. Specif-

ically, our method improves the Integral Regression base-

line by 2.46mm (relative 29.2%), establishing a new record

of 5.96mm mean 3D joint error on this benchmark.

Comparisons to the state of the art We compare our

method to previous works in Table 9 with the mean 3D joint

error metric. Our method achieves a 5.96mm mean 3D joint

error and outperforms the previous state-of-the-art result of

7.23mm [63] by a large margin (17.6% relative improve-

ment). Please see the supplement for more comparisons us-

ing the PCF metric.
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